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Weiber is manufacturer of Air showers in India since 1990. Our product is available in various sizes
that are efficient, durable and versatile at the economical prices to meet the needs. It is used for
many application in the field of Research, healthcare research, agriculture, basic and applied
science, medical, pharmaceuticals, electronic industries and others.

We specialize in Custom Clean room Air shower that is designed to meet the need of various basic
and applied sciences. In a brief period of time, we have established as a reliable air shower
exporters in India catering to the vast markets in South-east Asia, Middle East, Africa and Europe.

Clean Room Air Showers serve to protect clean room environment from unwanted contamination.
Air shower is a fast and effective method of removing this surface contamination that will otherwise
be carried directly to your clean room and deposited on Product.

The Custom Air shower is constructed of heavy industrial grade wooden mica clad wooden boards
or stainless steel sheets of grade ss-304/ss-316.The internal cubicle of custom air shower are
plastic laminated and attractively finished. The two doors provided on the either side of the air
shower at the interlocked and operate on magnetic system. The HEPA filter and pre-filter assembly
is mounted on the top of air shower. The unit is controlled through a programmable solid state circuit
control system.

One way Custom Air shower

They are self-contained units; installed at the entrance of a clean room and other controlled
environment chambers for minimizing the entry of dust particles and other particulate matters into
the working area. Personnel may enter the controlled environment but donâ€™t exit through the air
shower. This mode of operation is useful for controlling traffic patterns into and out of the controlled
environment.

Two-Way Custom Air shower

The material handling air showers from Weiber brand have been specifically designed to provide a
contamination free working area for conducting routine experiments and studies. Personnel may
enter or exit the controlled environment through the air shower. In both directions the air shower is
activated. This mode of operation is useful in pharmaceutical and lab animal research applications
to prevent the egress of hazardous substances and allergens from the controlled environment.Our
Custom Air shower is designed to minimize the noise and vibrations below 60db.

Applications:

Air showers keep pharmaceutical production and lab animal breeding areas clean and also
minimize egress of hazardous substances and allergens from the controlled environment.
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Sonia Nathani - About Author:

Rodsi Bhatia writes for business products and other laboratory equipments. You can find more
information about a Laminar Airflow and a Clean Room Equipment Please log on to cleanroom-
equipments.com
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